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The MPEG-4 Audio Lossless Coding (ALS) standard belongs to the family MPEG-4 audio coding standards. In contrast 

to lossy codecs such as AAC, which merely strive to preserve the subjective audio quality, lossless coding preserves 

every sin이 e bit of the original audio data. The ALS core codec is based on forward-adaptive linear prediction, which 

combines remarkable compression with low complexity. Additional features include long-term prediction, multichannel 

coding, and compression of floating-point audio material. This paper describes the basic elements of the ALS codec 

with a focus on prediction, entropy coding, and related tools, and points out the most important applications of 

this standardized lossless audio format.
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I. Introduction

Lossless audio coding enables the compression of 

digital audio data without any loss in quality due to 

a perfect (i.e. bit-identical) reconstruction of the 

original signal. On the other hand, modem perceptual 

audio coding standards such as MP3 or AAC are always 

lossy, since they never fully preserve the original 

audio data. Those lossy coding methods are typically 

not well suited for certain applications such as editing 

or archiving, since transcoding or post-processing 

can reveal originally masked distortions.

As a part of the MPEG-4 audio standard [1], Audio 

Lossless Coding (ALS) provides methods for lossless 

coding of audio signals with arbitrary sampling rates, 

resolutions of up to 32 bit and up to 216 channels, also 

including 32-bit floating-point signals. Thus, 

virtually all known input formats from CD quality 

(44 1 kHz, 16 bit) to high-end audio (e.g. 96/192 kHz, 

24 bit, multi-channel) are supported.
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The first version of the MPEG4 ALS standard was 

published in 2006 [2], Since then, some corrigenda have 

been issued, and additional tools such as reference 

software [3] and conformance bitstreams [4] have 

been standardized and released. The latest description 

of MPEG4 ALS has been fully integrated into the 4th 

Edition of the MPEG4 audio standard [5], which was 

ultimately published in 2009. Furthermore, MPEG has 

recently started the standardization of an. ALS “Simple 

Profile" [6] on industry request in order to facilitate 

market adoption.

This article is based on a previous publication on 

MPEG4 ALS [7], but contains some additional, revised, 

and updated information. The following chapters 

provide a detailed description of the codec. After an 

overview of the codec structure in section 2, section 

3 puts the main focus on linear prediction together 

with block length switching, random access, and 

long-term prediction. Section 4 illustrates methods 

for joint channel coding, and section 5 describes the 

entropy coding scheme for the prediction residual. 

Coding results for a variety of audio material (including 

high-resolution and multi-channel) are given in section 
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6, while section 7 provides a discussion of application 

scenarios for lossless audio coding in general and 

MPEG4 ALS in particular,

II. Structure of the Codec

In mcBt 7<wrMPEG coding standards, only the decoder 

is specified in detail, Ifowever, a l(^sless coding scheme 

usually requires the specification of some (but not all) 

encoder portions. Since the encoding process has to 

be perfectly reversible without loss of information, 

several parts of both encoder and decoder have to be 

implemented in a deterministic way.

The basic structure of the ALS encoder and decoder 

is shown in Figure 1. The input audio data is par

titioned into frames. Within a frame, each ch.ann.el 

can be further subdivided into blocks of audio samples 

for further processing (block length switching). For 

each block, a prediction residual is calculated using 

forward adaptive prediction. The basic (short-term) 

prediction can be combined with long-term prediction. 

Inter-channel redundancy can be removed by joint 

channel coding, either 偈i理 difference coding of channel 

pains or im此前 coding. The remaining prediction 

residual is finally entropy codai. The encoder generates 

bitstream information allowing for random access at 

intervals of several frames. The encoder can also pro — 

vide a CRC checksum, which the decoder may use to 

verify the decoded data.

III. linear Prediction

Unear prediction is used in many applications for 

speech and audio signal processing, In the following, 

only FIR predictors are considered.

3.1. Prediction with FIR Filters
The current sample of a time-discrete signal x(z?) 

can be approximately predicted from previous samples 

x(n-k). The prediction is given by

K
x(n) = £ 晚成(n-- k),

where Kis the order of the predictor. If the predicted 

samples are close to the original samples, the residual

e(n) —x(n) — x(n)

has a smaller variance than x(n) itself, hence e(n) 

can be encoded more efficiently.

The procediwe of estimating the predictor coeffici

ents from a segment of input samples, prior to filter

ing that segment, is referred to as forward adapta-” 

tion. In that case, the coefficients have to be tran 一 

smitted. If the coefficients are estimated from pre

viously processed segments or samples, e. g. from the 

residual, we speak of backw建호d adaptation. This pro

cedure has the advantage that no transmission of the 

coefficients is needed, since the data required to esti ~ 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of MPEG-4 ALS encoder and decoder.
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mate the coefficients is available to the decoder as 

well [8],

Forward-adaptive prediction with orders around K 

=10 is widely used in speech coding, and can be 

employed for lossless audio coding as well [9] [10], The 

maximum order of most forward-adaptive lossless 

prediction schemes is still rather small, e.g. K = 32 

[11]. An exception is the special 1-bit lossless codec 

for the Super Audio CD, which uses predictor orders 

of up to 128 [12],

On the other hand, backward-adaptive FIR filters 

with some hundred coefficients are commonly used in 

many areas, e,g. channel equalization and echo can

cellation [13], Most systems are based on the LMS 

algorithm or a variation thereof, which has also been 

proposed for lossless audio coding [14] [15]. Such LN®- 

based coding schemes with high orders are applicable 

since the predictor coefficients do not have to be 

transmitted as side information, thus their number 

does not contribute to the data rate. However, backward- 

adaptive codecs have the drawback that the adapta

tion has to be carried out both in the encoder and the 

decoder, making the decoder significantly more con叩lex 

than in the forward-adaptive case. MPEG4 ALS specifies 

an optional backward-adaptive predictor as well, but 

in the following, only the forward-adaptive predictor 

and related tools are discussed.

3.2. Forward-Adaptive Prediction
This section describes the forward-adaptive pre

diction scheme, A block diagram of the corresponding 

encoder is shown in. Figure 2.

The encoder consists of several building blocks. A 

buffer stores one block of input samples, and an 

appropriate set of parcor coefficients is calculated for 

each block. The number of coefficients, i.e. the order 

of the predictor, can be adapted as well. The quantized 

parcor values are entropy coded for transmission, and 

converted to LPC coefficients for the prediction filter, 

which calculates the prediction residual. The final 

entropy coding of the residual is described in section 5.

In forward-adaptive linear prediction, the optimal 

predictor coefficients hk (in terms of a minimized 

variance of the residual) are usually estimated for 

each block by the autocorrelation method or the 

covariance method [16], The autocorrelation method, 

using the Levinson-Durbin algorithm, has the additional 

advantage of providing a simple means to iteratively 

adapt the orders the predictor [9]. Furthermore, the 

algorithm inherently calculates the corresponding parcor 

coefficients as well.

The decoder (Figure 3) is significantly less complex 

than the encoder, since no adaptation has to be carried 

out. The transmitted parcor values are decoded, con

verted to LPC coefficients, and are used by the inverse 

prediction filter to calculate the lossless recon

struction signal. The con^)utational effort of the decoder 

mainly depends on the predictor orders chosen by the 

encoder. Since the average order is typically well 

below the maximum order, prediction with greater 

maximum, orders does not necessarily lead to a signi

ficant increase of decoder complexity.

3.3. Adaptation of the Prediction Order
Another crucial point in forward-adaptive predic

tion is to determine a suitable prediction order. It is

Encoder

Fig. 2. Encoder of the forward-adaptive prediction scheme.
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Decoder

Fig. 3. Decoder of the forward-adaptive prediction scheme.

of course straightforward to use the same prediction 

order for all blocks of samples, thus adapting only the 

values of the coefficients. However, an adaptive 사loice 

of the number of predictor taps is extremely beneficial 

in order to account for varying signal statistics and 

different block lengths (see section 3.5), as well as 

to minimize the amount of side information spent for 

transmitting the sets of coefficients.

Assumed that the values of the coefficients are 

adaptively chosen, increasing the order of the pre

dictor successively reduces the variance of the pre

diction error, and consequently leads to a smaller bit 

rate Re for the coded residual. On the other hand, the 

bit rate 琰 for the predictor coefficients will rise with 

the number of coefficients to be transmitted. Thus, 

the task is to find the optimum order which minimizes 

the total bit rate. This can be expressed by minimizing

岛曲(X) = RS+RcQO

with respect to the prediction order K, As the pre

diction gain rises monotonically with higher orders, 

Re decreases with K On the other hand & rises mono

tonically with K、since an increasing number of coeffi - 

cients have to be transmitted.

The search for the optimum order can be carried out 

efficiently by the Levinson-Durbin algorithm, which 

determines recursively all predictors with increasing 

order. For each order, a complete set of predictor 

coefficients is calculated. Moreover, the variance oe2 

of the corresponding residual can be derived, resulting 

in an estimate of the expected bit rate for the residual. 

Together with 난le bit rate for the coefficients, the 

total bit rate can be determined in each iteration, i.e. 

for each prediction order. The optimum order is found 

at the point where the total bit rate no longer decreases.

While it is obvious that the coefficient bit rate has 

a direct effect on the total bit rate, a slower increase 

of Rc also allows to shift the minimum of 2Jotai to 

higher orders (where Re is smaller as well), which 

would lead to even better compression As MPEG4 ALS 

supports prediction orders up to = 1023, efficient 

though accurate quantization of the predictor coeffici

ents plays an important role in achieving maximum 

compression.

3.4. Quantization of Predictor Coefficients
Direct quantization of the predictor coefficients h* 

is not very efficient for transmission, since even small 

quantization errors may result in large deviations from 

the desired spectral characteristics of the optimum 

prediction filter [8]. For this reason, the quantization 

of predictor coefficients in MPEG4 ALS is based on 

the parcor (reflection) coefficients n, which can be 

calculated by means of the Levinson-Durbin algorithm. 

In that case, the resulting values are restricted to the 

interval [-1, 1], Although parcor coefficients are less 

sensitive to quantization, they are still too sensitive 

when their magnitude is close to unity. The first two 

parcor coefficients n and 左 are typically very close 

to _] and +1, respectively,显die the remaining coeffici - 

ents g k、)2、usually have smaller magnitudes. The 

distributions of the first coefficients are very diffe

rent, but high-order coefficients tend to converge to 

a zero-mean gaussian^like distribution (Figure 4).

Therefore, only the first two coefficients are com

panded based on the following function：
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In all cases the resulting quantized values 如 are 

restricted to the range [-64, +63], These quantized 

coefficients are re-centered around their most pro

bable values, and then encoded using Golomb-Rice 

codes. As a result, the average bit rate of the encoded 

parcor coefficients can be reduced to approximately 

4 bits/coefficient, without noticeable degradation of 

the spectral characteristics. Thus, it is possible to 

employ very high orders up to K = 1023, preferably 

in conjunction with large block lengths (see section 

3.5).

However, the direct form predictor filter uses the 

predictor coefficients h* as described in section 3.1. 

In order to employ identical coefficients in the encoder 

and the decoder, these hk values have to be derived 

from the quantized & values in both cases (see Figures 

2 and 3). While it is up to the encoder how to deter

mine a set of suitable parcor coefficients, MPEG4 ALS 

specifies a fixed-point function for conversion between 

quantized values 母 and direct predictor coefficients 

hk which ensures their identical reconstruction in 

both encoder and decoder.

This compander results in a significantly finer 

resolution at a -1, whereas 一顼—•紡 can be used 

to provide a finer resolution at 论 一** +1 (see Figure 5).

However, in order to simplify computation, +6(-^) 

is actually used for the second coefficient, leading to 

an opposite sign of the companded value. The two 

companded coefficients are then quantized using a 

simple 7-bit uniform quantizer. This results in the 

following values：

ai = [64 (— 1 + y/2 1/尸]+1)]

(知=[64 (— 1 + 炉i 1/73 +1)〕

The remaining coefficients k) 2 are not com

panded but simply quantized using a 7-bit uniform 

quantizer again：

3.5. Block Length Switching
The basic version of the encoder uses one block of 

samples per channel in each frame. The frame length 

can initially be adjusted to the sampling rate of the 

input signal, e.g. 2048 for 48 kHz or 4096 for 96 kHz 

(approximately 43 ms in each case).

While the frame length is constant for one input 

file, optional block length switching enables a subdi

vision of a frame into shorter blocks in order to adapt 

to transient segments of the audio signal. Each frame 

of length TV can be hierarchically subdivided into up 

to 32 blocks. Arbitrary combinations of blocks with 

Nb 二 N、一A〃2,厶〃4, N/8,丿W16, and N/32 are possible 

within a frame, as long as each block results from a 

subdivision of a superordinate block of twice the 

length. Therefore, a partition into N/4 + + N/2

is possible, whereas a partition into N]4 + N/2 + 

is not (Figure 6).
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디g. 6. Block switching examples. The la안 two partitions 

are not allowed d나e to the positions of the shaded 

blocks.

Block length switching allows the use of both very 

short and very long blocks within the same audio 

signal. For stationary segments, long blocks with high 

predictor orders may be chosen, while for transient 

segments short blocks with lower orders are more 

convenient. As the maximum block length is bounded 

by the frame length, the latter has to be chosen such 

that a reasonable range of block lengths is covered. 

For instance, a frame length of 7V = 8192 enables 

blocks with lengths 8192, 4096, 2048, 1024, 512, 

and 256.

The choice of a suitable block partition is 母此ir옪y 

left to the encoder, and thus not further specified in 

the standard. Pcmble mthods may range from evaluat

ing of the signal statistics to closed-loop search 

algoritlnns. The actual parti侦on has to be transmitted 

겄s side information, which takes at most 32 bits per 

frame. Since the decoder still has to process the same 

number of samples per frame, block switching enables 

significantly improved compression without increasing 

the decoder complexity.

3.6. Random Access
Random acce응s stands for fast access to any part 

of the encoded audio signal without costly decoding 

of previous parts. It is an important feature for 

applicatioi^ that employ seeking, editing, or stream

ing of th양 compressed data.

In order to enable random access, the encoder has 

to insert frames that can be decoded without decoding 

previous frames. In those random access frames, no 

samples from previous frames may be used for predic-

random access point
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Fig. 7. Prediction in random access frames： (a) wigin게 signal, 

(b) residual for conventional prediction scheme, (c) 

residual for progressive p矿용diction.

tion. The distance between random access frames can 

be chosen from 255 to one frame. Depending on frame 

length and sampling rate, random access down to 

some milliseconds is possible.

However, prediction at th냖 beginning of random 

access frames still constitutes a. problem. A con

ventional Kth order predictor would normally need K 

samples from the previous frame in order the predict 

the current frame s first sample. Since samples from 

previous frames may not be used, the encoder could 

either assume zeros, or transmit the first K original 

samples directly, starting the prediction at position 

K+l.

As a result, compression at the beginning of random 

access frames would be poor. In order to minimize this 

problem, the MPEG4 ALS codec uses progressive pre

diction [17], which makes use of as many available 

samples as possible. While it is of course not feasible 

to predict the first sample of a random access frame, 

we can use first-order prediction for the second san^le, 

second-order prediction for the third sample, and so 

forth, until the samples from position on are 

predicted using the full Kth order predictor (Figure 7).

Since the predictor coefficients hk are calculated 

recursively from the quantized parcor coefficients ak 

anyway, it is possible to calculate each set of coeffi - 

cients from orders 1 to K without additional costs.

In the case of 500 ms random access intervals, this 
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scheme produces an absolute overhead of only 0,01- 

0.02% conpared to continuous prediction without random 

access.

3.7. Long-Term Prediction
It is well known that most audio signals have har

monic or periodic components originating from the 

fundamental frequency or pitch of musical instru

ments. For example, one period of a 220 Hz sine wave 

corresponds to 218 samples at 48 kHz sampling rate 

and to 872 samples at 192 kHz sampling rate. Such 

distant sample correlations are difficult to remove 

with the standard forward-adaptive predictor, since 

very high orders would be required, thus leading to 

an unreasonable amount of side information. In order 

to make more efficient use of the correlation between 

distant samples, MPEG4 ALS employs a dedicated long

term prediction (LTP) scheme with lag and gain values 

as parameters.

At the encoder, the short-term LPC residual signal 

e(ii) of the standard predictor is additionally predicted 

using

2
sM =e(n) -、7t+j- • e(n-r+j), 

j=—2

vdiere t denotes the san^le lag, y denotes the quantized 

gain value, and e denotes the new residual after 

long-term prediction. The most preferable lag (t) and 

gain (y) values are determined and transmitted as side 

information. The LTP residual E(刀)constitutes a sub

stitute for the short-term residual e(n). Therefore,

E(/2)is used instead of e(刀)for all further processing 

steps (including entropy coding and possibly multi

channel prediction).

At the decoder, the reverse process is carried out 

(Figure 8), using the following recursive filtering：

2
e(n) =e(n) +、- e(n-r+j)

j=—2

The reconstructed residual signal e(n) is then used 

for short-term LPC synthesis again.

IV. Joint Channel Coding

Joint channel coding can be used to exploit depen

dencies between the two channels of a stereo signal, 

or between any two channels of a multi—cham야 signal.

4.1. Difference Coding
While it is straightforward to process two channels 

为(刀)and 建(刀)independently, a simple way to exploit 

dependencies between these channels is to encode the 

difference signal

次力)=及(刀)-啓(刀)

instead of 而(刀)or 亟(刀).Switching between 而(刀)， 

及(刀)and d(n) in each block can be carried out by 

comparison of the individual signals, depending on 

which two signals can be coded most efficiently (see 

Figure 9). Such prediction with switched difference 

coding is beneficial in cases where two channels are

Fig. 9. Switched difference coding (LPC - prediction, EC -

entropy coding).
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very similar. In the case of multi-channel material, 

the channels can be rearranged by the encoder in 

order to assign suitable channel pairs.

Besides simple difference coding, MPEG4 ALS also 

supports a more complex scheme for exploiting inter

channel redundancy between arbitrary 산lannels of 

multi-channel signals, which is described in the 

following section.

4.2. Multi-Channel Coding
The MPEG4 ALS standard defines a cross prediction 

scheme called MCC [Multi-Channel Coding) that can 

be optionally used as a substitute for difference coding, 

or as a supplement to it. The MCC scheme operates 

in the residual domain, i.e. it is applied after normal 

prediction (and possibly LTP). Each residual channel 

e"刀)can be predicted using any other channel e^n), 

r K c, the so-called reference channel, while each 

reference channel can be used for the prediction of 

several channels [18],

MCC can be applied on a frame by frame basis, 

depending on whether it improves compression com

pared to independent coding. In addition, it can also 

be switched with difference coding of channel pairs 

in each frame.

There are two different types of cross prediction 

filters that can be chosen from. The first type is a 

3tap filter that calculates the prediction error accord

ing to

i
£cM=ecM~ £ 7； - eJn + 顶)，

j=—1

where y； are the MCC coefficients. The second type 

of cross prediction uses a 6 tap prediction filter con

sisting of the 3tap filter described above, together 

with an additional 3tap long-term prediction filter, 

thus

i
£cM^ecM~、％ . er(n + j) 

j=T
1

-、％+j - eJn + r+,7)

:j=—i ，

Fig. 10. MCC with 6-tap filter.

where t is the lag and yT+/ are the coefficients of the 

long-term part, as shown in Figure 10. The possible 

range of lag values is restricted and depends on the 

sampling frequency.

There are different methods to determine the best 

lag and the optimum coefficients [19] [20], but the 

standard merely defines their transmission format. 

For each channel, the reference channel has to be 

indicated. The chosen lag is directly transmitted, while 

the coefficients are quantized and entropy coded prior 

to transmission. Due to this forward-adaptive approach, 

the parameter estimation is entirely left to the encoder, 

while the decoder can reconstruct the original residuals 

ec(n) by simply applying the inverse MCC filters. Some 

compression results for multi-channel signals using 

MCC are provided in section 6.2.

V. Entropy Coding of the Residual

In simple mode, the residual values e(n) are entropy 

coded using Rice codes. For each block, either all 

values can be encoded using the same Rice code, or 

the block can be further divided into four parts, each 

encoded with a different Rice code. The indices of the 

applied codes have to be transmitted, as already shown 

in Figure 2. Since there are different ways to deter

mine the optimal Rice code for a given set of data, 

it is up to the encoder to s시ect suitable codes depend

ing on the statistics of the residual.

Alternatively, the encoder can use a more complex 

and efficient coding scheme called BGMC (Block Gilbert- 
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Moore Codes). In BGMC mode, the encoding of residuals 

is accomplished by splitting the distribution in two 

categories (Figure 11): Those residuals that belong to 

a central region of the distribution, | e(n) \〈 &蜒,and 

those that belong to its tails. The residuals in tails 

are simply re-centered (i.e. for e(刀)〉e哽 we have

- and encoded using Rice codes as 

described earlier. However, to encode residuals in the 

center of the distribution, the BGMC encoder splits 

them into MSB and LSB components first, 난len it 

encodes MSBs using block Gilbert-Moore (arithmetic) 

codes, and finally it transmits the (noise-like) LSBs 

using direct fixed-lengths codes. Both parameters 务绿 

and the number of directly transmitted LSBs are selected 

such that they only 아ightly affect the coding effici

ency of this scheme, while making it significantly less 

complex.

Some more detailed descriptions of the entropy coding 

schemes used in MPEG4 ALS are given in [21] [22],

VI. Concession Results

In the following, different encoding modes of the 

MPEG4 ALS reference codec [3] are compared in terms

of compression and complexity. The results for several 

audio formats were determined for a low complexity 

level (K < 15, Rice Coding, no LTP, no MCC), a medium 

level {K< 30, BGMC), and a maximum compression 

level (K 1023, BGMC), all with random access of 

500 ms. The results are also compared with the popular 

lossless audio codec FLAC [11] at maximum concession 

(wflac 一best”).

Apart from the bitstream syntax, the ALS standard 

does not specify how to realize some encoder features 

such as predictor adaptation or block length switching. 

Since the ALS reference encoder is not an optimized 

in^)lemntation, further in^rovements in terms of com

pression, speed, and trade-off between those two are 

still possible.

6.1. Stereo Results
The stereo test material was taken from the standard 

set of audio sequences for MPEG4 lossless coding. It 

comprises nearly 1 GB of stereo waveform data with 

sampling rates of 48, 96, and 192 kHz, and resolutions 

of 16 and 24 bits. In the following, the compression 

rate is defined as the remaining percentage of data, i.e.

宀 Compressed File Size
C =---- ---------------- 100%

Original File Size ,

thus smaller values stand for better compression. The 

results for all examined audio formats are listed in 

Table 1.

The results show that MPEG4 ALS at all complexity 

levels clearly outperforms ELAC, particularly for high- 

definition material (e.g, 96 kHz / 24 bit). On average, 

ALS provides a relative improvement of more than 10%.

Table 1. Comparison of average c이np「ession rates for different a녀dio formats.

Format (stereo) FLAC (best) ALS (low) ALS (medium) ALS (max)

48 k니z / 16-bit 48.6 46.5 45.3 44.6

48 kHz / 24-bit 68.4 63.9 63.2 62.7

96 kHz / 24-bit 56.7 47.4 46.3 46.1

192 kHz / 24-bit 45.3 38.4 37.6 37.5

Average 54.8 49.1 48.1 477
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6.2. Multi-Channel Results
Th영 5.1 multiichaim아 1 material for this test was 

taken from high resolution (96 kHz, 24-bit) DVDAudio 

and Super Audio CD (SACD) releases. The analog 

output signals w얀re then di.gitized agai.n with 48 kHz 

sampling rate and 16-bit resolution. The compression 

results, which are classified into different music cate

gories, are shown, in Table 2.

Most importantly, it should be noted that AI£ 

compresses all of these 5.1 signals to around one third 

of their oiigi.ml. size, even if no inter-channel, coding 

is used. The better compression compared to stereo 

signals is characteristic, since the rear channels and 

(in. particular) the LFE channel typically contain less 

information.

The additional savings depend on both the music 

category and the appli^l inter-channel coding methods. 

The classical category does not really benefit from any 

of the methods, while the jazz category only shows 

small savings for MCC. Significant improvements are 

acliieved for the pop and rock categories, with savings 

of up to 1.7% for 2 channel difference coding (JS) and 

up to 2,2% for 6 ch.annel MCC,

6.3. Complexity
Th쟌 complexity of different codecs strongly depends 

on the actual implementation, particularly that of the 

encoder. Thus, we essentially restrict our analysis to 

the ALS reference decoder [3], a simple C code imple

mentation with no further optimizations. Th.e 加워伪 

were conducted on a 1.7 GHz PentiumM system with 

1024 MB of memory, whose perforimnce is roughly 

comparable to the latest Netbook computers with Atom. 

CPU. The average CPU load for real-time decoding of 

various audio formats, encoded at the different com

plexity [장v玲Is described earlier, is shown in Table 3.

Even foi' maximum complexity, the CPU load of the 

MPEG-4 ALS reference decoder is only around 20- 

25%, which, in return means that file based decoding 

is at least 4一5 times faster than real-time. At the 

lower complexity levels, the CPU load is almost negli

gible. Furthermore, these results indicate that even 

high resolution multi-channel material (e.g. 5.1 or 

7.1) can be easily decoded in real-time.

The MPEG-4 ALS codec is designed to offer a wide 

range of operating points in terms of compression and 

complexity. While the maximum compression level 

achieves the highest compression at the expense of 

slowest encoding and decoding speed, the faster iridium 

level only slightly degrades compression, but decoding 

is significantly less complex than for the maximum 

level (around 5% CPU load for 48 kHz material). Using 

the low complexity level only degrades compression by 

approximately 1% compared to the medium level, but 

the decoder complexity is further reduced by a factor 

of thre으 (less than 2% CPU load for 48 kFfe material).

Ta이e 2. Compression rates for 5.1 muiti-channel data (48 kHz / 16 bit) and relative savings by different inter-channel coding 

methods.

Music Category No ICC (absolute) JS (relative) MCC (relative) MCC+JS (relative)

Jazz 36.0 0.0 0.4 0.4

Pop 38.7 0.9 2.2 2.2

Classical 32.8 0.0 0.1 0.1

Rock 33.3 17 1.6 1,8

Average 35.2 0.65 1.08 1.13

Ta비e 3. Average CPU load (pscem죠ge on a 1.7 GHz PentiumM), depending on audio format and encoder complexity.

Format (stereo) ALS (low) ALS (medium) ALS (max)

48 kHz / 16-bit 1.6 4.7 18.2

48 kHz / 24-bit 1.8 5.3 19.1

96 사# / 24-bit 3.6 11.6 23.1

192 1서z / 24-bit 6.7 19.4 24.4
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Thus, MPEG4 ALS data can be decoded even on hard

ware with very low computing power. A more detailed 

complexity analysis can be found in [23] [24] [25],

VII. Applications

MPEG4 ALS defines a simple architecture of efficient 

and fast lossless audio compression techniques for 

professional and consumer applications. It offers many 

interesting features, most of which are not included 

in other lossless compression schemes：

• General support for virtually any uncompressed 

digital audio format

• Support for PCM resolutions of up to 32-bit at 

arbitrary sampling rates

• Multi-channel / multi-track support for up to 216 

channels (including 5.1 surround).

• Support for 32-bit floating-point audio data [26]

• Fast random access to the encoded data

• Storage in the MPEG-4 file format (allows multi

plex with video and metadata)

• High flexibility of codec parameters for various 

applications

Examples for the use of lossless audio coding in 

general and MPEG4 ALS in particular can be found 

in both the professional and consumer market：

• Archival systems (broadcasting, studios, record 

labels, libraries)

• Studio operations (storage, collaborative working, 

digital transfer)

• High-resolution disc formats

• Internet distribution of audio files

• Online music stores (download)

• Portable music players

In the case online music stores, downloads of the 

latest CD releases will no longer be restricted to lossy 

formats such as MP3 or AAC. Instead, the consumer 

can purchase all tracks with the original quality of 

the CD, but still receive the corresponding files at 

reduced data rates.

MPEG4 ALS can be easily transcoded into arbitrary 

other (lossy or lossless) formats, e.g. for legacy devices 

that only support MP3, or if allowed bit rates are very 

restricted. In contrast to transcoding between diffe

rent lossy formats, starting from a lossless represen

tation always allows to achieve the best possible quality.

Furthermore, MPEG4 ALS is not restricted to audio 

signals, since it can also be used to compress many 

other types of time-series signals, such as seismic or 

medical (ECG, EEG) data [27].

VIII. Conclusion

MPEG4 Audio Lossless Cbding (ALS) is a highly 

efficient and fast lossless audio compression scheme 

for both professional and consumer applications which 

offers many innovative features.

Maximum compression can be achieved by means of 

high prediction orders together with efficient quanti

zation of the predictor coefficients and adaptive block 

length switching. Using low and medium complexity 

modes, real-time encoding and decoding is possible 

even on low-end devices.

By all means, this global standard for lossless audio 

coding will facilitate interoperability between different 

hardware and software platforms, thus promoting long- 

lasting multivendor support.
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